
Real Sex - Week 5
Sexuality in Singleness and Marriage



Hope Moving Forward: 
All Sexuality is Being Redeemed

● God’s design still exists and is available to us in Scripture
● Sin’s effects on sexuality don’t overwhelm God
● Rather, God has, in Christ, overwhelmed sin in all its forms
● Moreso, the Spirit has begun to renew sexuality
● Even more so, Jesus will return to finish renewing all things



Sexuality in Singleness is Being Redeemed

The NOT YET: Signs it is not yet redeemed

● Second Demographic Transition
● Changed Gender Roles
● Prolonged Adolescence
● Unhealthy Church Culture
● Loneliness and Isolation



Sexuality in Singleness is Being Redeemed

The ALREADY: Signs it is being redeemed

● Freedom in the Gospel
● The Calling of Singleness
● Mixed Economies of Community
● Spiritual Friendship



"One clear difference between Christianity 
and Judaism [and all other traditional 
religions] is the former's entertainment of 
the idea of singleness as the paradigm 
way of life for its followers." 

Stanley Hauerwas



Sexuality in Singleness is Being Redeemed
The ALREADY: Signs it is being redeemed

● Freedom in the Gospel
● The Calling of Singleness
● Mixed Economies of Community
● Spiritual Friendship



“[I]n our culture’s view, a view we have generally interiorized and made 
our own, to love means to make love, to be a lover. Platonic 
heterosexual friendship is seen as too incomplete, too empty, or as 
simply unrealistic… When to love someone means to make love to that 
someone, then it becomes hard to trust that simple friendship might be 
more life-giving than having sex… [Celibate friendships] can be an 
important way to keep alive, visible and in the flesh, that part of the 
incarnation which tells us that when one is speaking of love, the human 
heart is the central organ”

Roland Rolheiser



Sexuality in Marriage is Being Redeemed
● Signs it is not yet redeemed

○ Idolatry of sex in marriage (or engagement)
○ Sex becomes central expression of love
○ Abusive or manipulative approaches to sex
○ Dysfunctional views of spouse (porn, etc.)

● Signs it is being redeemed
○ Communicating expectations for sex (not just during engagement!)
○ Holistic relationships without centralizing sex
○ Have sex often and creatively, with sensitivity for the other
○ Self-giving sex but never self-diminishing



Third Church, Let’s Be Honest. 
● Can we be confident in God’s design? Yes! And we can celebrate it as holy 

and different from the world’s

● Is sex today broken? Yes! But there is hope for healing and deliverance 

● Is there sexual sin we and others will be tempted with? Yes! And there is 
hope of grace, strength, and redemption in Christ 

● Can we, love our neighbors despite sexual brokenness? Yes! Haven’t we 
been forgiven much?



Third Church, Let’s Be Honest. 
1. Be faithful to someone experiencing sexual brokenness (misuse or abuse). 
2. Admit our own needs for care and healing.
3. Confess any active sins. 
4. Stand for the image of God in broken people. They is we. 



Oh, one last thing...

How is God calling you to redeem your sexuality?


